The Death of Right and Wrong
Exposing The Left's Assault On Our Culture and Our Values
by Tammy Bruce
Welcome to a culture where right and wrong have taken such a beating they no longer recognizable.
Today's moral relativism and self agendas are moving through the body of society like a cancer,
putting all of us at risk.

Chapter 1 -- Through The Looking Glass


How have our cultural mores and ethics deteriorated to the point where confessed murderers are
allowed to go free? The days when “men were men" and woman were in the kitchen. I can't help
thinking that there was an element in those days that created a certain trustworthiness, a certain
stability. In recent decades, in all walks of life, it seems our society has been hurtling down a
sickly so of selfishness, immoralities, and cultural laziness.



Wow! Neither guilty nor innocent! That's how the liberals would have our world be. No
judgment, no conclusions, no reality, no rules, no personal responsibilities. No guilt or innocence.
The death of right and wrong.



The left elite has worked for years to brainwash us into a sort of values lobotomy. We are not
to judge those who kill, and if the guilty are people of color or women; we are to excuse those who
destroy lives as victims of a racist, sexist, and homophobic world, where now, on the global scale,
the unfair and oppressive "multinational corporate" world; we are to blame the innocent and
lionized the guilty.



How does the Left Elite indoctrinate decent, thoughtful people into accepting, as an example, that
some killers of victims and deserve to be set free?



Of course this effort has to start with convincing you that the standards by which you were raised
were wrong. Your ideas about religion, family, etc. wrong, perhaps even harmful. In the world as
defined by the leaders of the Left Elite;
1. Murdering your children isn't murder if you're a woman -- it's postpartum depression.
2. Sex addiction, compulsion, and promiscuity on problems if you are homosexual-- they're part of an
"alternative lifestyle."
3. Vandalizing, degrading, or mocking the symbols of religion is only a crime if the object is Islam or
Judaism. If the target is Christianity, it's "art."
4. Murdering a police officer isn't murder if you're black -- is self-defense or a heroic act.
5. Murdering 3000 Americans isn't terrorism if the murderers are Muslims – it's the freedom fighters
last act against an oppressor.
6. Cheating on and lying to your wife is not a sin , it's a sport – after all, it happened in the Oval Office.
7. Taking vows, claiming to represent God, and then molesting adolescent boys is the fault of "the
church," not of the weak and reprehensible homo men who betray their vows, their church.




Keep in mind, the leftism I’m describing has nothing to do with the classic liberalism on which our
country was founded - the political philosophy based on individual freedom.
The left has had to restrict individual freedom of thought and deed in order to destroy the
concept of judgment and undermined and undermined notions of right and wrong that have
been held nearly universally for millennia.













Faith, Fidelity, truth, and honor all became casualties of America's cultural elite. Once it was
realized that the American people were willing to accept diversity and even some challenge to
the status quo, the left goal changed from extending the boundaries of what was considered
right to having no boundaries at all. Moral relativism became the order of the day.
The disintegration of our culture, and the conditioning of people into accepting it in silence,
begins with legitimizing the depraved. It works because we want to be understanding, we
want to be compassionate. That goodness is what is so easy for the left to manipulate and so
easy for them to use against us. But only if we let them.
The Left Elite “values” are a contradiction in terms. Their values are that they have no values.
Theirs is the standard of no standard.
In truth, radical Islamists are bitter men who are jealous of what others like America and Israel have
achieved and resentful at seeing what they will never accomplish on their own.
What is narcissism? 'A pattern of traits and behaviors which signify infatuation and obsession
with one's self to the exclusion of all others in the egotistic and ruthless pursuit of one's
gratification, dominance and ambition.'
Issues are used and people exploited for the sake of power. Malignant narcissism is the God of the
Left Elite.
Dr. M. Scott Peck in his discussion of evil in his book People Of The Lie says evil people (as he
terms them) have “an unshakable will to be right and will not consider the possibility that they are
wrong... Their main weapon, interestingly enough, is a lie which they distort reality to look good to
themselves, and to confuse others.”
Yes, the things that have made this country great are under attack by a Cultural Elite determined to
forge a different set of rules for themselves, the devoid of decency, responsibility, and honor.

Chapter 2 – The Left's Inquisition
Where there is no God, all is permitted.










Christianity is a target of the left in this country, while other religions mostly are not. The
reason is that Christianity represents to the Left the principal threat to their hollow agenda.
C. S. Lewis is was one of the intellectual giants of the 20th century and arguably the most
influential Christian writers of his day. Lewis made it possible for me to understand and appreciate
the magnificence of the cardinal virtues as an element of Christianity, with it making complete
intellectual sense. Lewis does not persuade. He demonstrates.
The cardinal virtues are the four principal virtues upon which the rest of the moral workers turn or
are hinged. They are Prudence which means practical common sense taking the trouble to think
out what you are doing and what is likely to come of it. Temperance refers to all pleasures and it
meant not abstaining but going the right length and no further. Justice is the old name for
everything we should now call fairness. It includes honesty, give-and-take, truthfulness, keeping
promises, and all that side of life. Fortitude includes both kinds of courage. – the kind that faces
danger as well as the kind that 'sticks it' under pain. 'Guts' is perhaps the nearest modern English.
The religion of the left, however, the Church of Malignant Narcissism, requires the application of
the antithesis of these values. The cardinal virtues require an effort made beyond ourselves, the
consideration of others. By their simple existence, they threaten the very mentality that drives
today's left-wing establishment.
What we've been witnessing is a consorted, continual, multifaceted cultural attack on the
ideas of decency and values – and attack perpetrated by the few who control the main images
in our popular culture.
For those whose goal it is to twist wrong into right, a good starting point is to convince young
people that the vulgar is “beautiful.”




While the Left Elite push through hate crime legislation to benefit their favored groups, when it
comes to bashing Christianity, anything goes – especially if you call it “art.” Why this double
standard?
Simply because, in the context of American history and society, it is Christianity – not
Judaism and Islam (and not Buddhism or anything else) that is the last bastion of morality,
values, and decency. And Lord knows, we can't have that!



Chapter 3 – Then and Now
Feminists and Killers and Men, Oh My!










On June 20, 2001, Andrea Gates systematically drowned her five children in the bathtub.
But Yates case exposed for us NOW's (national organization for women’s) commitment to using
whatever tools may be available to promote the own morally vacuous agenda. Yeats became a tool
of a Left Elite determined to convince us that convicting a woman who kills her children is wrong.
If there was ever anything to get overheated about, if there was ever anything representative of evil,
is the act of Andrea Yates. Kim Gandy's confession about right and wrong in this case could
indicate at the very least, how low to the core, NOW, a once great organization has become.
This rallying around postpartum depression, of all things, strongly suggests an anti childbirth and
even anti child attitude and the modern feminist movement.
White men voted and died to free Black men. Men voted to give woman the vote. Men acted to
change the world, so women could act with them. How dare the so-called feminists still claim that
ours is a “patriarchal, oppressive society” when it is due in great part to men that we have the
freedom and equity that we enjoy today.
Supporting a murder of children and ignoring the bane of pornography, on demonizing a Christian
organization as devoted to getting men by the hundreds of thousands to become better husbands –
that is NOW today.
You don't need reality on your side to have a great deal of influence. You just need access.
Keeping you off balance is an indispensable tool of the Left Elite in pursuing the death of right and
wrong.

Chapter 4 – First the Culture, Then the Children:
The Agenda of the Radical Homosexual Elite






As the Homo Elite found Americans willing to tolerate and even except their divergent
lifestyle and point of view, they started exploiting that compassion. Thus began the furtherance
of a campaign that, although promoted in the name of tolerance, understanding, and compassion,
has nothing to do with the exception acceptance of homosexuals and everything to do with
eliminating the lines of decency and morality across the board.
Today's Homo activists have carried the campaign a step further, invading children's lives by
wrapping themselves in the banner of tolerance. It is literally the equivalent of the wolf coming to
your door dressed as your grandmother.
The radicals in control of the homo establishment want children in their world of moral
decay, lack of self-restraint, and moral relativism.
The tragedy of transsexuals rests with the psychiatric and medical communities who participate in
the charade by legitimizing “gender identity” disorders. It also sits squarely with the homo elite for
creating a cultural environment that makes serious discussion and analysis of psychological
problems politically incorrect.
























There's now even a movement – the “bareback” movement – that encourages sex without condoms.
The infamous bathhouses are opening up again; drug use, sex parties, and hundreds of sex partners
a year or all once again a feature of the “homo lifestyle.” In fact, “sexual liberation” has simply
become a code phrase for the abandonment of personal responsibility, respect, and integrity.
In the efforts to transform society, the perpetrators are taking women and children and straight men
with them.
The ghastly bareback movement is being oddly lauded in the homo community. Newsweek tried to
explain the trend by saying, “danger can be erotic, even if that contracting a deadly disease.” In
other words, homo man are essentially resorting to suicide in order to have an “erotic”
experience. A you still looking for the definition of sick and depraved or the death of right
and wrong? There you have it.
Considering its preventive ability, that is no excuse for a AIDS being the biggest health crisis
we as people face.
It is not unreasonable for the average person to become resentful of the billions of dollars every year
by the government (in other words, by us taxpayers) for AIDS research, medical care, and disability
payments. It is a point where all of us become nothing more than enablers.
Men purposely infecting one another on expecting lesbians and straight Americans to fund the death
party is truly does are an unacceptable. Of course, the silence about this continues because
society has been brainwashed into believing that suggesting people behave with some decency
is an affront, and suggesting to a homo man that he stopped having anal sex is homophobic.
In 1985 the Red Cross established a rule banning men from donating blood if they had had sex with
another man since 1977. This rule was established because homo men was sexually active are more
likely than the general populace to be infected with the diseases such as AIDS and hepatitis. It's
that simple, that reasonable, and that's important.
For malignant narcissist, however, other people's lives mean nothing. Everything is about
them. They're offended. They're insulted. Me me me me me meeeee!
GLSEN Is the gay, lesbian and straight education network. It describes itself as “the leading
national organization fighting to an anti-gay bias in K-12 schools.”This organization, which cloaks
itself in a mantra about “tolerance” and “understanding,” is implemented programs in public
schools that are aimed at nothing less than sexualizing your children.
The death of right and wrong has so permeated our culture that the institutions we rely on to
protect children now willingly participate in attempts to destroy them.
How does a group like GLSEN survive? With corporate sponsorship, of course! Major supporters
include AOL Time Warner, General Motors, IBM, and Pacific Bell. I wonder how many of the
executives, that alone stockholders, of these corporations are aware that their money is helping to
teach “fisting” techniques to children, while encouraging homo male sex during the plague?
The belief that your children are not yours but the governments began with whatever good
intentions, as far back as the Supreme Court decision on school busing in the 1970s. It is an
ideology that permits the government to use children in the attempt to remake society, with or
without their parents consent.
Americans have been raising their children the best way they know how for over 200 years, and
homo people are doing quite well and are pretty darn safe in this country. The promotion of socalled tolerance of homosexuals in this way is nothing more than an excuse to move the idea itself
into your child's world without your interference.
The agenda of today's radical homosexual elite not only harms you, it also does an extraordinary
disservice to all the homo women and men in this country who are decent people, leading a
remarkable life. It's time these decent people having to be homosexual to take a stand against the
hypocritical and destructive agenda of the radical homo elite. I consider this exposé of the corrupt
in our community to be my first shot in the rejection of the depravity of the few in the name of the
many.

Chapter 5 – Enslaving Their Own
Betrayal by the Black Elite
There is a class of colored people who make a business of keeping the troubles, the wrongs and the
hardships of the Negro race before the public. Having learned that they are able to make a living out of
their troubles, they have grown into the settled habits of advertising their wrongs – partly because they
want sympathy and partly because it pays. – Booker T. Washington, 1911
















I call today's Black Elite the Misery Merchants. I contend that the Black Elite are also motivated,
whether consciously or subconsciously, by a deep-rooted hatred for their country and themselves,
which leads them to attempt to destroy the future of their own people and, indeed, everyone else.
The compulsion of the Black Elite to support murderers and inmates would be inexplicable if we
didn't understand that it's the death of right and wrong that drives them.
However, for the Black Elite, as for the Feminist and Homo Elites, keeping your constituents
hopeless and angry makes him infinitely more controllable and exploitable. After all, if
everyone else is the devil, they won't dare question you or your motives.
Leftists, now in control of the Democratic Party, has simply co-opted issues of importance to all
Americans, including black civil rights. But the proof of a real commitment isn't seated in rhetoric
– it's in action. Which is probably why it took a fairly conservative president, George W. Bush,
who finally appointed black people to real positions of power. Jimmy Carter didn't. Bill Clinton
didn't. It didn't take a village, Hillary – it took a Republican.
In 1992, Congresswoman Maxine Waters declared Los Angeles riots of being a “rebellion” of
oppressed black people and an outbreak of black “civil unrest.” Neither statement is accurate, and
both rely on the presumption that black people in the city are violent, out of control, and so
desperate to end the oppression that they turn into an anarchic beasts.
To further her own agenda, Waters was willing to portray black people as vandals eager to and burn
their own community.
She reinforces the victim mentality among her public in pitch black people against everyone else.
The coup de grace of this strategy is to indict the American government, and indeed the whole
American system of freedom and democracy, as ultimately responsible for the riot.
Instead of embracing the truly victimized among her constituency, she gave her sympathy to those
who ransacked and robbed the innocent
How dare she cast those who ruined hard-working people's lives as desperate mothers looking for
milk? If a word so revolting it would be hilarious. It also exposes how deep her disdain is the
concept of right and wrong.
Maxine Waters is in the vanguard of those who encouraged the predators at the expense of
the one culture that could save them – a culture of decency and responsibility. But then she'd
be out of a job.
Prof. Ronald Ferguson of Harvard's JFK school of Government noted, “there was tremendous
progress in the 1980s in reading and math scores are black you. Sometime between 1988 1990 the
progress stopped.” Ferguson said he was struck by the way the halt in progress coincided with the
rise of hip-hop's popularity.
It's the so-called music that obeys the black community, glorifying everything from murdering
police options to killing your neighbor, as a deadly effect on black youth. When it comes in a most
terrific, the most damning material, the Black Elite, specifically including how Al Sharpton, Jesse
Jackson, Maxine Waters, and Louis Farrakhan, systematically support, defend, and legitimize this
cultural rot, and all the while they deliver their daily dose of the 'we're all in trouble because of the
white racism' shtick.







Rap and hip-hop have made fortunes are so-called artists who foment hate, violence, and
criminality.
And as the violence promoted by the Black Elite comes out of the recording studio and
explodes in people's lives, the first victims are likely to be good, hard-working people in the
black community.
And who was it that called the congressional hearings in the mid-1990s to deal with this court?
White man, Republican, and then Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole. Only the mind numbing affect
of the death of right and wrong keep so many black people thinking Maxine Waters is on their side.
Remember, if you want to change the world, you must begin with the children.
In addition to putting pearls on the swine and making them filthy rich, the Left Elite opened other
doors for them. Ice-T is a perfect example of the new rule that wrong is right. Famous for some of
the more brutal so-called lyrics in rap, here are a few lines on his “Cop Killer,” released in 1992:
COP KILLER, I know your family's grievin'... FUCK EM!...
I got my stereo bumping... I'm 'bout to kill me something'

These words are followed by this particular special refrain:
DIE, DIE, DIE, PIG, DIE! - FUCK THE POLICE!
How has the Left Elite we warded this wild man? Does the release of “Cop Killer,” Ice-T. has had
roles in 59 films, has produced 3 films and a TV series, has made guest appearances on 18 television
shows, and is currently directing a film based on one of his “songs.” For last dose of irony, this man who
wrote a song encouraging the murder of police options now stars as a police effective in the NBC television
series 'Law and order: Special Victims Unit.'
 Some activists are driven by positive – that concern for other people. Leftist activists, however,
operate on a negative basis – their hate for others.
 In November 1969 life magazine article Jesse Jackson admitted that when he worked as a waiter at
a hotel in Greenville, South Carolina, he spat into their soups and salads of white customers.
“Spitting into the food gave me a psychological gratification,” Jackson said.
 Since 1970, out of wedlock births rates have soared. In 1965, 24% of black infants and 3% of white
infants were born to single mothers. By 1990 the rate had risen to 64% for black infants, 18% for
whites. In fact, for black women, the proportion of first babies either born or conceived before the
woman's first marriage double to 43% in the 1930s to 86% in the 1990s
 In order for moral relative relativism to infect us, we really must live only for today. If we think
about the future, then we have to consider the repercussions of our actions. With no future, there
are no repercussions.
 To hell with everyone else, to hell with judgment and responsibility, because if there is no future
there is no reason for either. Responsibilities dwells in responsibility, in hope. That's why it is so
threatening to these intellectual Armageddonists.

Chapter 6 – A Weapon In The Hands Of The Left
The Real Agenda Of The Academic Elite



Most of the intellectual elite are completely out of touch with the attitudes and values of the average
person in this country.
America stands for progress, equity, and freedom. We educate people with men and women, thank
you help make dreams for the future come true, and create a society in which individuals can thrive.
Radical Islamists, as a cultural phenomenon, cut people's throats, destroy buildings, murder good
numbers of people, and condemned the future.
























The Malignant Narcissists from the 1960s became the establishment in order to attempt to gut it on
the inside. The first step for the intellectual elite is to unmake and then remake history itself. Smear
the founding fathers, cast patriotism as jingoistic, and classify the United States as a genocidal
nation bent on terrorism, from its founding to today.
I'm proud to be an American, I'm proud to be contributing something to society, but my sexuality,
like yours, is a private matter not meant for so-called fried or public display.
Let's be honest here. The American public, in their generosity and compassion, have accepted
homosexuals, despite serious concerns that many Americans have regarding almost sexuality and
religion, morality, and values. The Lakeland scenario shows that tolerance is no longer enough.
Most insulting of all is the fact that the student is told that his morality is now no good. How
hypocritical for a group of people who insist that others accept their view of morality to punish a
young man who stands by his own.
While leftists couched their demands in glowing terms of tolerance and understanding, the actual
agenda shows through when they punish those who exhibit a personal commitment to bottom.
David Horowitz, President of the Center for the study of popular culture, has decried the
disintegration of our university system into a venue for indoctrination by the malevolent left.
Horowitz explains: “Beginning in the 1960s, the left made a concerted effort to take over our
colleges and universities. As a taking control, they've trampled free-speech, virtually banished
conservative professors, and turned our schools into little more than huge megaphones for antiAmerican rhetoric from coast-to-coast.”
In fact a study commissioned by the CSPC in 2002 found that more than 80% of Ivy League
professors who voted in 2000 picked Al Gore and just 9% voted for Gore to W. Bush. It gets
worse. Who do you suppose was the Ivy League faculty pick for best president of the past 40
years? That's right – Bill Clinton.
The growing moral confusion among college students is it due to some freakish gene is
mutated in the younger generation – is actually being taught to them by the leftists who have
commandeered our campuses.
What's remarkable is that the students believe they have been well-prepared ethically by professors.
who, these same students report, are telling them there are no real ethical standards.
Moral relativism is the death of right and wrong. Think about it. If everything is relative,
then it simply can be no judgment. Without judgment there is no right and wrong. Like God,
right and wrong are dead. Within that diseased rubric, perhaps they never existed.
It's clear to me why the intellectual elite are so panicked about the war on terror. It makes explicit
use of the concept of good and evil, right and wrong.
Double standards are a way of life for the indecent.
In fact, the American Council of trustees and alumni report that students can now graduate from
100% of the nation's top colleges without taking a single course in American history.
Some scholars have admitted the primary reason why Western civilization and American history
courses are limited is the leftist belief in the “oppressive” nature of the West, and of Christianity in
particular. After all, if you teach about the history of this country, or the progress of Europe and the
West, you must discuss Christianity and its contribution to civilization.
You see, the moment you have a complete picture judgment naturally follows.
Victimhood keeps people from having to think critically about the complexity of the issues
they face. With victimhood there is one pseudo-moral note: “the oppressor hates me.” To stop that
nonsense would require people to expand their notions of morality and religion and relate to the
world on a deeper, more complex level. Seeing the truth of history – like the reality of the Japanese
internment in WWII – makes it possible for young people especially to contemplate the United
States has a moral, just society.
In fact, the intern was here in the United States during World War II involved everyone with whom
we were at war.



The young man of Japanese to set muttered the insult at me in class no doubt very much prefers to
feel the self righteous mess of victimhood, as opposed to the shame and guilt his grandfather's
generation brought to his heritage. With the truth of history I dared to challenge that morally void
comfort zone.

Chapter 7 – Destruction of the Innocents:
The Left Targets Children
















From 1980 to 1997 the rate of suicide among persons aged 15 to 19 years increase by 11% and
among persons aged 10 to 14 years by an astonishing 109%. What is compelling our children, as
young as 10 years old, to kill themselves?
I contend it is actually a specific and conscious part of the agenda of the malignant narcissists in
charge of our culture. David Spiegel, associate chairman of the department of psychiatry and
behavioral sciences at Stanford University, agrees. “That is a movement,” he says, “to normalize
sex relationships between adults and children. It is wrong, and fearfully, morally, ethically, and it's
illegal.”
As the years went by, these movements basked in the growing acceptance of the sexual message –
tolerance for homo's and lesbians, reproductive freedom for women, sexual freedom for women. At
that point, however, the left's damaged leadership could not stop. Each success, instead of an end,
became a means to another and, another envelope to push, more rules to break, more tradition to
skewer.
Ultimately, the message from the left was that “no rules” was the rule.
Lobotomizing the Americans into accepting the destruction of children's lives, while
normalizing sexual predatory behavior, is the alternate coup and, I believe, the last blow in
the death of right and wrong, after all, if the last frontier in indecency – using children for sex
– becomes acceptable in the name of civil rights, there is truly no hope for the future.
One of the things Judas Levine does in her book is implement the most subtle of culture – change
tactics. Throughout her book, the term “child adult sex” replaces the term “pedophilia.” Do you see
the intent here? Definition is everything. The word “pedophilia” carries with it a whole load of
negative baggage but the term “child-adult sex,” however, says something very different. First, by
definition, it says “sex.” is possible between a child and an adult. Let's be honest here. Sex is no
more a part of a child sex abuse than it is part of rape. Both are acts of violence and control. Yet the
news coverage and reviews the movie and book repeat her outlandish euphemism for child abuse.
Definition is, in fact, everything., And changing reality is the order of the day for our moral
relativists.
When the more shocking things I came across while doing research for this chapter was the new
term for girls: “adolescent woman.” Notice what's happening here. By defining girls as “women”
the moral relativists are attempting to condition us into believing girls have “women's rights,”
deserving of everything that comes under that banner.
In 1999 in a book called Journal of Homosexuality the author writes 'though Americans consider
inter generational sex to be evil,” he continues, “it has been permissible or obligatory in many
cultures and periods of history.” what another nice new term: “intergenerational sex.” That
“pedophilia” label must go – it's just so darn... stigmatizing. And gee, I guess if other cultures
thinks sex with kids is okay, we better get with the program. But that also means we should
worship the cow, cut the hands off thieves, make women wear burqas, and set women on fire if they
“dishonor” their husband. Yeah, those other cultures seem just dandy.
Such arguments cannot survive unless normal people throughout society have lost the ability to
come to judgment.




Kill shame, and an unobstructed path has been opened for the wrong to become right. Do
teenage single mothers feel shame anymore? Do statutory rapists feel shame anymore? I argue that
they do not because of the malignant narcissist culture that has put a stranglehold on our society.
No one knows for sure what makes people heterosexual? Newsflash for Planned Parenthood: it's
called “nature.” To suggest to this girl that heterosexuality is as unknown a dynamic as
homosexuality is extraordinary...

Chapter 8 – Trashing The Public Trust:
Media's Destruction of Culture















In the film 'American Beauty' the message was that tradition was useless, everything was
meaningless. And what happens if everything is meaningless? Of course, there is no right or
wrong, no good or evil. 'American Beauty' perfectly represents the cynicism and nihilism that drive
the Left Elite.
According to the dictionary, nihilism is “the viewpoint that traditional values and beliefs are
unfounded and that existence is senseless and useless... a doctrine that denies any objective
ground of truth and especially a moral truths.” It denies beauty, justice, and, essentially, our
very existence.
The film was nominated for 8 Academy Awards and won 5. Yes, the folks in Hollywood love this
story, and they should. It is perfectly representative of the hopelessness that pervades so much of
their product and, courtesy of them, infiltrates so many of our lives.
Television news and entertainment, the film industry, and even theater all present, day after day,
night after night, material that reinforces moral relativism, the death of tradition, and the destruction
of values.
The entertainment industry has broken faith with the public.
If the producers and writers thought beyond their own isolated, privileged lives, they might become
aware of the fact that growing out in a single-parent household dramatically increases in council
likelihood of poverty and welfare dependency. Moreover, children of single parents are more likely
to turn to crime later in life.
But one does not criticize the entertainment industry and expect a flourish as a politician. It is
simply too powerful an entity.
The super majority of us are in effect allowing the sickest among us to shape our culture. If
decent Americans who reject the direction film and television are taking – all 280 million of us –
except a line that we have no say, the Left Elite will continue to have their way by default.
The New York Times is doing its bit to make sure this cultural hijacking succeeds. The effect
is to construct a false front for a cultural movement that the vast majority of Americans reject
but are afraid to publicly condemn.
Columnist Frank Rich and Marine Dowd perfectly represent this fallen paper's hatred of America.
Leftists like Dowd and Rich are not only removed from the American mainstream, they are
removed from the by using common decency that are at the heart of every one of us.

Chapter 9 - The Injustice System:
Putting the Decent in Danger


In the nihilistic world of our justice system, a bunch of lawyers managed to convince a civil jury
that the person who actually pulled the trigger was not responsible. Only in the world where right
and wrong have been murdered would a jury feel comfortable in finding an inanimate object
responsible for a very human crime.





















The integrity of our justice system depends on the offices of the court – lawyers and judges – being
honest, decent man and woman.
Trials are no longer about freeing the innocent, punishing the guilty, and making restitution
to the injured. They have evolved into a contest over who will win.
What disgusts us is a generation of lawyers and judges who are dedicated foot soldiers in the
war against our country's principles.
The majority of lawyers and judges today are first or second – generation products of the 1960s. As
we know, the homegrown Marxists and radical leftists of that period didn't move to Hanoi – they
stayed here and became politicians, journalists, and special interest group flacks. They also became
professors at law schools, and their progeny, indoctrinated with leftism, became today's lawyers and
judges.
I've exposed for you throughout this book how the moral relativism and nihilism that control the
leftist subcultures in this country have been vigorously attacking our cultural moral fabric. Of
course, the law and its administration is a special front in this war.
One fact that those on the left do their best to forget is that our legal system stems from a long
European tradition that began with the Bible. The details of the biblical prescriptions have mostly
been dropped over time, but all laws still have a basis in morality that many on the left opposed.
In order for the malignant narcissists to advance their agenda, they must remove morality from the
law, or replace it with false reality. An important example of false morality is hate crime
legislation.
Conditioned by their time and educated by the leftist who had wrested control of the
academy, many of today's lawyers and judges are unable or unwilling to allow true morality
and ethics to guide the actions and decision-making processes. This is one way to transform the
system from within: to make morality irrelevant simply by banning it. This is not so difficult for
many of these people. Keep in mind how morally vacuous malignant narcissists really all are.
It's just silly to expect them to advance concepts that benefit society as a whole (like decency
and fairness), ahead of their debased agenda of making society mirror their own immorality.
Today, a “vigorous defense” includes lying. It includes deliberately misleading juries. It
includes not just defending a client and doing everything possible to get him released – even
when the lawyer knows the client is guilty.
It's interesting, isn't it? If we witness lies in the courtroom, it's perjury, a serious crime.
When it comes to defense attorneys, however, it seems there are no rules.
Believing a person deserves a defense is not the same as doing everything in your power to get him
off Scott free.
When did defending the accused before a jury devolve into attempting to deceive the jury on
behalf of the accused? When did the right to a defense turn into a sport where lawyers count
“wins,” where getting a client off, regardless of guilt, became the goal? It is with the death of
right and wrong that these became paramount and eclipsed fairness and justice itself.
No regrets, no shame, no guilt. No responsibility? No conscience? Lawyers manage to ignore the
implications of their own egregious behavior by claiming that if it works and a fiend is let out on
the street to kidnap, rape, and murder another, it's because someone else “messed up.”
The benefits of being depraved. In January 2002 a California prison inmate received a new heart in
a transplant operation that eventually cost the taxpayers nearly $1 million. Has our politically
correct society gone so far as to guarantee convicts a level of healthcare superior to what the
average law-abiding Joe can afford? The infuriating answer in a topsy-turvy world is yes.
While the US Supreme Court has effectively created a right to high-end health care for prisoners,
the irony is that there is no equivalent right for law abiding citizens. In fact, because of the absurd
interpretation in 1995 that translated the 1976 Court's “decent” health care into extraordinary
measures, you're more likely to get top-quality health care if you go out and rob a bank right now.

Forget about working hard, respecting the law, supporting your family, raising your kids. Our
justice system has determined that you – the decent, law abiding citizen – count for less than a
thief, rapist, or murderer.


When the courts decide that murderers, rapists, and others who maliciously break our social
contract deserve healthcare that most working Americans can't afford, they are condemning
good people to death.
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